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Abstract 

For native English speakers, learning Chinese can be a real challenge. Not only are there severe 

learning curves in tenns of going from using Roman characters for words to the more pictorial 

Chinese characters, but there are differences in grammar that also present their own challenges. 

While studying abroad in China, my W;~ "Reading and Writing" professor introduced us to the 

concept of verb complements. These can tell the listener or reader how, when, where, and by 

whom an action is perfonned. Because all of my classes were taught entirely in Chinese, 

discovering how to interpret these concepts was extremely difficult. I eventually understood 

how to use the simple and complex directional complements, but it was a long struggle. I 

realized that it was all a matter of perspective and that it depended entirely upon who the speaker 

is and where the speaker was located. Upon gaining this insight, I decided to write this paper in 

English so that students like myself would have an easier time going through this process. The 

fonnat resembles something like the tutor sessions I provided both at Ball State University and at 

Shanghai Nonnal University to fellow students of the Chinese language. 
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I. Introduction 

1. Rationale 

While studying abroad in Shanghai during the fall semester of2009, I encountered the 

verb complement structure. I really struggled with it, and learning this structure came more 

from repeated usage than from a cohesive English explanation. I refused to consider that the 

only method for understanding this came from repetition because I believe that there is always an 

explanation for everything. I started to collate my notes and translate them into English, trying 

to find said explanation through various rephrasing and re-organization methods. I also bought 

the book A Practical Chinese Grammar for Foreigners, written by Li De Jin and translated by Liu 

Ying, at the beginning of the semester. This book was useful in that it clearly listed the rules 

governing how to utilize the complement structure in both English and Chinese. However, it 

was filled with linguistic and grammatical terms such as, "A verbal predicate can take the 

aspectual particle 7 before its complement of direction," (Liu 303) and that made things even 

more confusing. My major was Political Science, not Linguistics, and my English classes never 

went this in-depth with the terminology. As well, the book provided a plethora of Chinese 

examples but never gave their translations, which impeded my understanding. I could never be 

certain that my personal translations accurately conveyed the complements' meanings. 

By the end of the semester, I had hammered out what I felt was a basic understanding of 

the complement, enough that I was able to explain it to other classmates and feel confident that I 

was not leading them astray on the final exam. Because of that experience and my brief 

involvement in tutoring 100-level Chinese students under Dr. Qing Zhang in the fall of2008, I 

felt it only appropriate to try to continue passing along the knowledge I had gained in my 

advanced Chinese study to other beginning and intermediate students. 
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2. Goals for the Paper 

This paper strives to give you a better understanding of one ofthe grammar tools that 

allow for further expansion of your Chinese knowledge. Specifically, this paper will examine 

the verb complement and how it impacts your everyday usage of Chinese. Through a collection 

of short, paragraph-long examples in Chinese and each story's subsequent translation and 

analysis, the usage of the verb complement in Chinese will hopefully become clearer to you, the 

student. Because every passage written in Chinese is translated and the intent of the paper is to 

provide an introduction to the complement structure, this paper avoids similar comprehension 

issues like those I had with A Practical Chinese Grammar for Foreigners (Liu) and can be used 

by students with no prior Chinese language instruction. However, due to the volume of Chinese 

utilized and the subject matter itself, it is recommended that you have completed at minimum a 

semester's worth of Chinese before attempting to truly work through the examples given. 

3. Brief Outline 

We begin with the simple directional complement before moving on to the more complex 

directional complements. Both the simple and the complex complement sections have 

definitions, instructions on how to use the complement in question, and example paragraphs in 

Chinese. Where it proves useful, images are employed to further illustrate how the specific 

complement is used in the Chinese examples. The simple complements cover "* and *, 
while the complex complements cover L"*IL*, r"*/r*, @]"*/@]*, )1 "*1J:1 * , 
*"*1**, tI:l "*/tI:l*, and t9*o Appendix A includes all of the complements listed 

above, as well as those verbs most commonly paired with each complement set, example 

sentences, and their translations. Appendix B includes translations of all Chinese passages. 
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4. Tips 

The most important thing to know before starting your study of complements is that the 

complements involved are verbs or adjectives when used on their own. Because they have 

meaning when used separately, giving yourself a brief refresher course on their meanings is 

useful. Most of these you already know, such as ~ or *, the two characters upon which the 

entirety of directional complements are formed. You can use them on their own just fine in 

sentences like ~~:f!t~ L~ "Today I go to Shanghai" or :f!t* T! "I have arrived!" 

However, their meanings change slightly when used as complements, as you will see below. 

As stated earlier, all Chinese used in this paper is translated; this is about grammar, not 

reading comprehension. Regardless, keep your dictionary handy. It is very likely you will 

gain more from this paper by doing the translations yourself than by simply reading it in English. 

Do not let them fool you: complements can be tricky things. Some aspects of how they work 

cannot fully be conveyed in another language. As always, a language's meaning is best 

understood in its original format and not in a translation. During the progression of my Chinese 

courses and while writing this paper, I relied upon the MDBG Chinese-English Dictionary, an 

online project supported by several international and Ivy League universities! and well-known 

corporations2 ("Chinese Dictionary for Windows"). It is incredibly thorough and convenient, 

as it allows for English-Chinese translation and character look-up by pinyin "Chinese phonetics," 

individual Chinese characters, and hand-written characters drawn with your mouse, and I highly 

recommend it for your personal use. 

The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Fudan University, Johns Hopkins, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Tsinghua University, and Yale, to name a few 

2 China Guangdong Nuclear Group, ConocoPhilips, Microsoft, and Saint Gobain, amongst others 
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II. Simple Directional Complements: .:t: and =* 
1. Defining "verb complement" 

First, a complement is very different from a compliment. The latter is a way to tell 

someone you like her hair or that he did a good job on organizing his room. The former is what 

we address here. There are several types of complements and some are easier than others; 

however, in this paper we will only be examining the complement of direction. According to 

Liu, a verb complement is "a word or phrase attached3 to a predicate verb to indicate the 

direction towards which an action proceeds" (Liu 302). A simpler explanation might be that the 

directional complement demonstrates, for instance, whether the ball was thrown towards you or 

away from you. 

2. Defining "simple directional complement" 

The simple directional complement is formed by adding .:t: or *= to a verb. Unlike 

how it sounds, the simple directional complement does not show the direction that the action 

takes on its own. Instead, it shows the direction of the action as it occurs in relation to the 

speaker. This is a very important distinction to make. For instance, --1":9:AfNJ--1"f:j( "A 

woman throws a ball" - but does she throw it towards you or away from you? A simple 

complement of direction added to this sentence would give you the answer, --1":9: AfNJ*=--1" 

f:j( "A woman throws a ball (at you)." 

3. Translation differences between .:t: and * 
Before we dive into sentence structures, we need to cover how to translate .:t: and * 

when they are used as directional complements. Without a firm grasp on this process, the 

3 The original quote uses "attacted" here. I am fairly certain they meant to say "attached," so I have edited the 
quote above. 
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directional complement can appear to be too abstract for some to understand. The easiest way 

to explain their meanings is through images. 

According to the MDBG Dictionary, the character -t= is translated as "to go towards" 

("-t=") but that explanation can be seen as the general definition of the character itself and not as 

it is when put into the directional complement structure. Perhaps a better explanation would be: 

"going from Point A to Point B, where Point A is the speaker and Point B is a point that is located 

away from the speaker at Point A." My professor at Shanghai Normal University, however, 

relied upon an image similar to the following for her explanation: 

Point A Point B 

----.~ . • 
You ~ 

Figure 1 

As you can see from the image above, -t= demonstrates an action that moves away from the 

speaker. 

The character * acts in a similar way to -t=, but its meaning is completely opposite. 

Instead of meaning, "to go towards," it means "to come towards" (MDBG, *). Instead of you 

moving to Point B from Point A, something from Point B is moving toward you at Point A. My 

professor would illustrate it like this: 

Point A Point B . ... . 
You * 

Figure 2 

As indicated, * demonstrates an action that moves toward the speaker. 



Keep these slight but very important differences in mind as we continue. As I stated 

above, without having a good foundation of these two terms, the directional complement will 

result in increased confusion and frustration on your part. 

4. Grammar Usage 

The basic grammar structure for simple complements is as follows: 

Subject + Verb + Complement 

9 

This kind of structure is used when, for instance, you are on the phone with your parents who are 

at home and you are informing them that you are returning. Here, you would say ft @) -t: "I 

return {toward you and away from where I am presently)." If you were running toward them, 

you would say ftlfP! -t: "I run (toward you and away from my current location)." 

When adding in a place or an object, insert it between the verb and the directional 

complement, like so: 

Subject + Verb + Place + Complement 

or 

Subject + Verb + Object + Complement 

In this case, the sentence ft@) -t: can be modified into something more specific. Say instead 

you needed to specify to someone to where you were returning. Then, you would say ft [§] * 
-t: "I am returning home {going toward the speaker and away from where I currently am)." 

If the verb takes an object, you can also place the object after -t:1*: 

Subject + Verb + Complement + Object 

However, using this structure often indicates that the action has been completed (Jin 307). Here, 

an example sentence would read, 1m**-*~ "He brought (to the speaker) a book." 
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In order to indicate past tense for verbs which take a place, you insert 7 directly after 

the complement. 

Subject + Verb + Place + Complement + 7 

Such usage would look like this: fIt@l** 7 "I have returned home." 

If you wanted to indicate that you had not done something, do not look to the 

complement to provide you with the answer of how to negate the action. Ignore the 

complement entirely and look to the verb. Depending on which verb you use, you will select 

19: or /f. The structure will look like this: 

Subject + 19://f + Verb + (Object, Place) + Complement 

and our example sentence changes to fltY.9:@l* ~ "I have not returned home." 

5. Example 

There are two simple directional complements: ~ and *. To review: singularly, ~ 

means "to go" and * means "to arrive." As complements, they mean "to go away from the 

speaker" and "to come towards the speaker," respectively. In order to gain a better 

understanding of how these simple complements can appear in context, let's look at the following 

Jintifm shz xingqlliu, Wang Peng meiy6u ke, yitshi jiu tang zai chuang shang shuilanjiao. 

Guo Ie yihuir, ta mama hiindao, "Wang Peng! Xianzai yijingjiitdiiinMn ie, nz hcii bit qzchuang? 

4 Unless otherwise cited, all examples given in Chinese are written by the author and have been proof-read by 
native Chinese speakers to ensure accuracy. 
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Kuai xialau lQi chi zaofon Ie!" 

Wang Peng giinong zhe shuo: "Zhldaole! W6 mashang lail" Yushi fii chuiin hilo yifu, z6u xialau quo 

In this scenario, it is a Saturday morning and Wang Peng is trying to sleep in. His mother, upon 

seeing that it is already 9:30, tries to wake him up. We will first address the complement 

structures in yellow before addressing the structure in green. 

If we were to translate this story into graphics, our scene would look something like this: 

Figure 3 

To begin our analysis, there are two things we need to know when it comes to understanding 

directional complements. They are: 

A) who is speaking, and 

B) whether the action comes towards the speaker or away from him. 

In Example 1, Wang Peng's mother tells him that it is time to get up and he ought to come 

downstairs to eat breakfast CF~ "go downstairs;" =* "come towards the speaker"). 
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Figure 4 

Since she is literally speaking here, Point A is easy to detennine. She wants Wang Peng, who is 

upstairs, to come downstairs, or towards her, to eat breakfast; hence, we use * to indicate in 

which direction she wants Wang Peng to travel. 

Example 2, ::fit 11; x.* ! "I'm coming right now!" demonstrates how easy it is to 

become confused when translating and understanding directional complements. Why does 

Wang Peng use * instead of ~ when we know he is changing his position and going 

downstairs to his mother? This example highlights the most important feature of the directional 

complement: perspective. If there are two people in the same location, such as in the same 

room, and one person was changing his location from Location A to Location B, you would say 

in English, "I'm going to Location B" instead of "I'm coming to Location B." However, if 

those two people are in the same building but not in the immediate vicinity of each other and 

Person A told Person B that he was changing his location to Person A's location, Person B would 

say, "I'm coming" instead of "I'm going." In this example, Wang Peng and his mother are in 

the same house but not the same room. Therefore, he states ::fit 11; x.* ! "I'm coming right 

now!" instead of ::fit 11; X. ~ ! "I'm going right now!" 

Let's move on to Example 3. First, who is the speaker? No one is conversing with 

anyone at this point, so in this case we go with the subject of the sentence. Here, that subject is 

1m "he." So, Wang Peng is the speaker. After Wang Peng wakes up and gets dressed, he r 
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~*" "goes downstairs," not r~* "comes downstairs." Why do we use *" here instead of 

*? Wherever Wang Peng goes, he will be completing his action where he ends up, so really 

he's just going towards himself in the end, right? Wrong. Wang Peng is moving from Point A, 

his bed, to Point B, downstairs. 

PointE 

Figure 5 

He is moving away from where he begins the motion. Therefore, we would say r~*" 

instead of r~*. 

Now that we have covered the simple directional complement, we will move on to the 

complex directional complement. In the examples that follow, we will continue to intersperse 

the simple structures with their more complex versions. Mixing the two structures together has 

two benefits: first, it will offer you more chances to see the simple and complex structures side 

by side, which allows for a better understanding of what distinguishes one from the other. 

Second, despite its name, the simple structure can appear more difficult than one might expect. 

In the examples below you will be exposed to ways in which this can happen and how to deal 

with them. 
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III. Complex Directional Complements 

1. Defining "complex complement" 

What makes complex directional complements complex? Basically, these are the simple 

complements attached to other verbs to give those actions direction. When a select number of 

verbs are paired with ~ or *, they can form complex directional complements. These 

complex complements can in turn be paired with other verbs to indicate two different directions. 

This differs from the single complement structure because ~ and * indicate only one 

direction. 

Because at their heart these complex complements are formed from individual verbs and 

the directional complement, they can appear as though they can be used on their own. This is 

not entirely true. For instance, @] ~ means "to return (to a place) away from the speaker." 

Here, it is the simple directional complement, ~,being used in conjunction with the verb @], 

~'to return." However, when we pair @] ~ with the verb ~,"to fly," it becomes ~ @] ~ and 

means "to flyaway from the speaker in order to return {to a place)." The meaning of @] ~ does 

not actually change; instead, it adds meaning to the verb ~. 

Sounds pretty complex, right? As long as your knowledge of simple directional 

complements is strong, and you are willing to go back and refer to your dictionary whenever you 

think you are becoming lost, you will have no problem with complex directional complements. 

The rules for complex directional complements are essentially the same as those for the 

simple directional complements, though of course there are a few additions. First, complex 

complements of direction are comprised of seven specific verbs paired with either ~ or *. 
These verbs are 1:., * , :itt, tB, @], i1 , and ~. It is important to keep in mind that 
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when these seven verbs are used in the complement structures, they are not to be interpreted as 

verbs themselves. They instead become something like verb helpers. This may sound like a 

rather intuitive point for some and thus may not require the additional stress placed on it. 

However, when you are first starting out on the path to Chinese fluency, especially when you are 

first introduced to the complement structure, it is an easy mistake to make and can really 

interfere with translations and sentence composition. 

The following table demonstrates how these verbs and ~/* are paired: 

Table 1 

1: r ;itt t/j @I M ~ 

* 1:~ r~ ;itt~ t/j~ @l~ M~ ----

* 1:* r* ** t/j* @l* M* ~* 

We will examine how these pairings are utilized in the following sections. Let us continue to 

follow Wang Peng as he continues throughout his Saturday adventures. 

2. Grammar Usage 

The basic structure for complex directional complements looks very similar to that for the 

simple complement structure: 

S + V + Complex Complement 

Of course, in practice this structure looks as though it has three verbs, and in effect it does. As 

stated above, when using complex directional complements, the direction of the action in the 

sentence now has two directions, one governed by one of the seven verbs listed above in the 

table and the other by '* or *. Let's look at the example sentence, -hBjE3it* "He walks 

inside." The proper English translation of this sentence does not quite communicate the two 

directions. A more direct translation would look more like, "He walks inside (towards the 
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speaker)." Here we can more easily see the impact of the main verb and the two directions. 

First, he walks. Secondly, he walks inside. Thirdly, walking inside brings him in the direction 

of the speaker, whoever that may be. 

If the verb attached to the complex complement takes a place and not an object, the place 

must be inserted between the two components of the complex complement (Hanyu Jiaocheng 

139): 

S + V + (L~ ~ ~ ltt~ t±l ~ etc) + Place + $:/* 

The example used for the basic structure contains a verb that can take a place. If we were to 

add a location to that original sentence, it would read, ftgjEltt~t~* "He walks into the 

classroom (toward the speaker)." 

If the verb attached to the complex complement takes an object or thing instead of a 

location, there are two structures you can use. Deciding which structure to use is entirely up to 

the writer or speaker; I have not found anything to indicate that the placement of the object 

indicates whether the action has been completed, as it is with the simple directional complement. 

The first structure places the object after the entire complement: 

S + V + Complex Complement + Object 

The second places the object in between the first character of the complement (one of the seven 

verbs above) and $:/*: 

S + V + (L~ ~ ~ ltt~ t±l ~ etc) + Object + $:/* 
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Ifwe use the first structure, an example sentence would read, ~*@H~-l'fL~ "She sent 

(the speaker) a present." Ifwe were to use the second structure, the sentence would look like 

this: ~*@l-l'fL~* "She sent a present (to the speaker)." 

For past tense, ifthe verb does not take a place, you would insert 7 either directly after 

the verb or after the complement, a structure which is similar to the simple directional 

complement past tense structure: 

Subject + Verb + 7 + Complex Complement 

or 

Subject + Verb + Complex Complement + 7 

Here, the examples would read like this: -ftB~ @l* 7 -1tj:fL~ or -ftB~ @I -1tj:fL~* 7 

"He bought a gift and brought it back (to this location)." 

A note before we dive into the more detailed examples: because this paper tries to present 

the most accurate and natural-sounding Chinese, some of the complement structures will be 

several characters long and look exceedingly more complex than they really are. Do not let 

yourself feel overwhelmed as you go through this. Remember: each will be explained 

immediately afterward. There is no test on this and all the Chinese is translated in Appendix A. 

Keep your dictionaries handy as we continue onward! 

3. Example: V + 1: ~/ 1: and V + r ~/r * 
~M~~~r, ~~~B~~~m4*7~~o 

Wang Peng zou dclO lauxia, ta mama yijing gei ta zhUnbei haole zaofon. 
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"Mama, shi youfiao he doujiang a? Zhe shi w6 zui xinuan de zaofon Ie. " 

"ft~Qm! 4-x~1fJ\EfJ1:E30~! 1:E3'tj(5f,!" mP.m1@7-r~tP.EfJ)L-=t-, 

"W6 zhidao! Jzntian shi nide sMngri a! SMngri kuaile!" Ta yongbao Ie yixia fa de erzi, 

"f~7g! mm1~BI~7 -~VH~m(l), ~f~EfJo " 

"Ni kant Nainaijilai Ie yfge youxijl, gei nide." 

"jefr.f 7! ".:EM ~m , "~ffi ~~zG?~ + .:=.! ftJjJJ ffi: 15 iJf ft 

"Taihaole!" Wang Peng hanzhe, "Shi Zui ZhongHuan Xiang Shfsan! W6 pengyou gaosu w6 

j3:~-~j(~~1tfr.flj[;EfJWf~;tJl! :WJ:WJ~~~~QmOM? " 

zheshi yikuan jeichQng haowan de youxiji! Nainai zenme hui zhi"dao a? " 

'~~~~~~@~~mP.rr~~~wwmP., ~~~~~%~ 

"Ni chi wan zaofon hou yinggai gei ta da ge dianhua xiexie ta, danshi xianzai qing xian flng 

xia na ge youxiji. " 

"Zuihao chi" de zaofon jiashang cMoji haowan de youxiji!" Ta bianshuo bian M youxiji flng 

shanglou quo Ranhou you pao xia/Qi gaoxing di shuo "Zhe shi w6 zui bangde sMngri Ie!" 

We have discovered that it is Wang Peng's birthday! In Example 1, his mother tells him 

that his grandmother sent him a present - a video game, to be exact. Let's break this example 

down: 

Subject + Verb/Complement + Object 

First, we have to determine the speaker according to the context. Here the prepositional phrase 

~f~ EfJ at the end of the sentence comes in handy. The use of ~ indicates who receives the 

video game. In this case, that person (or the speaker) is Wang Peng, because "Your 

grandmother sent a video game to you." 
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In the section on simple complements, we saw an example that had the speaker be the 

person saying the sentence in the narrative. Why then is the speaker Wang Peng and not his 

mother, who is actually speaking here? This is a question that often confuses students as they 

initially encounter the directional complement. Thankfully it has a relatively simple answer: 

there are no first person personal pronouns. Had Wang Peng's mother stated, "Your 

grandmother sent me a present," then she would be identified as the speaker and not Wang Pengo 

Now, Question B asks, "Does the action come towards the speaker or away from them?" 

Because Wang Peng's mother uses the verb * "to send," we know that his grandmother is not 

nearby and thus the video game is coming towards the speaker, or Wang Pengo Wang Peng is 

not sending the video game away from himself; he is receiving it. Therefore, we use ** 
instead of *~o 

For the second example, we have this sentence: 1m:iili~:iilreWf~tJtJJ)Ct~~ 0 Here, 

we have the verbs i~ and til... Which verb do we use? Here it is best to remember that the 

first character ofthe complement will always be located directly after the verb to which it applies. 

Therefore, we know that we ought to concern ourselves with ttJ.., as the sentence states ttJ..L~ 

Now that we know which verb to use, we can address the complement. We saw a 

similar complement used in Example 3 in the Simple Complement section of the paper, though 

there we used ~ instead of L. The use of L indicates "up" instead of "down," so the 

complement L~~ means "to go upstairs." 

With the verb issue resolved, it is much easier to determine the answers to Point A and 

Point B. Because this sentence is not spoken, and because it only has one subject, we are able 
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to detennine that 1m "he" is the speaker used to detennine the direction of the complement. 

Why use "* instead of *? It is for the same reason as that shown in Example 3 in the Simple 

Complement section. Wang Peng completes his action away from where he originally started, 

going upstairs instead of coming upstairs. Therefore, we use "* 0 

Our last example in this block of text is the easiest we have seen in this section. The 

entire sentence in which the complex complement appears is: 

~ j§ X Rprf * 1@j ~ ±-fu iJ? ")3::£:fttJi ~ 1¥J::t. B 7 ! 

The only potentially challenging aspect ofthis sentence is that it does not have a directly stated 

subject. This is fairly common in Chinese and means that the subject is implied or that the 

reader already knows who the subject is. Typically the subject has already been stated in the 

sentence prior, which in this case means the subject is Wang Pengo We can verify this by 

understanding the adverb X. Its presence or usage in a sentence indicates an action happening 

again. In this case, the action occurring again is ]@, which we know because it is placed 

directly after X. Because Wang Peng was running in the previous sentence, and this sentence 

tells us someone is running again, we know that the speaker is Wang Pengo 

The complement structure is straightforward. The complement ~§ ~ * means "to run 

down {toward the speaker)." If Wang Peng is the speaker, and since he is the subject of the 

sentence, how is he able to run toward himself? Here he is not actually running toward himself. 

Since he rapidly returned to his original position, he is in reality running toward his original 

position. 



4. Example: V + @1*/@171~ 

Wang Peng chl wan ziiofon, gei tii niiinai dalege diimhua: "Nainai, nfnhao!" 

"Nfhao, guiii simzi! Shengri kuale!" 

"Xiexie Niiinai! Nfnde trwufoicMng hiio, w6juede hiiowanjile! Nfn zenme zhldao w6 

xfhuan nakuiin y6uxijz? " 

Niiinai xiilOzheshu8: "W6 bit (tone 2nd!) gaosu nl, shi mimi! .!intiiin shi nf de shengri. 

Nf zhunbei gan shenme?" 

"W6 jlntiiin xiang diw w6 pengyoujiii qu wan FF13, kineng Miy6u qi tii de shi. 

Nfn shenme shihoufoihuilai ne?" 

"Xiage xzngqzsiin huo xzngqzsi. W6 Mi meiy6u mai flijipiao. " 

"6, zhldaole! nainai, ninde trwu shi w6 zui xthuan de, xiexie!" 

"Bukeqi, sunzi! Hao Ie, zhege dianhua taicMng Ie, taifti qian Ie! 

Dai w6 xiang nf miima wenhiio!" 

"Haa de. XiCcxlngqljian!" 

".fij. JJi!.! " 
"Zaijian!" 

5 FF13 is the abbreviation of the game mentioned earlier. Its English name is Final Fantasy 13. 
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This particular complement pairing is one of the easier complex directional complement 

structures to master. When attached to a verb, it means to return to a place that is away from 

the speaker or near the speaker. It is often used when discussing travel plans with others, which 

is how it is used here. 

In this example, Wang Peng asks his paternal grandmother, 

1~ ft ~ a11~ ~ @] *O~~ ? 

First, who is the speaker? Since this example comes in the middle of a spoken phone 

conversation between Wang Peng and his grandmother, we know that Wang Peng is speaking. 

Next, we need to determine whether his grandmother is coming toward Wang Peng or if she is 

going home. In this sentence * is used instead of ~. This indicates that the action, ~,is 

happening in the direction of Wang Peng, which means that his grandmother will be flying home 

to wherever Wang Peng is. 

Because of the relative simplicity of this complement, there is only one example in this 

immediate paragraph. However, if you feel that you need more examples to really solidify this 

structure in your head, the other examples are located in Appendix A. 

Now that you have an idea of not only how to use the complement structure but also how 

it can appear when used in various examples, it is my hope that you feel comfortable enough to 

proceed on your own. Of course, it is one thing to understand how to do something and quite 

another to put it into practice. To that end, I have included a table of commonly-paired verbs 

and complements, as well as example sentences and their translations. This table is also located 

in Appendix A. 
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IV. Conclusion 

Over the course of this paper, we addressed the simple directional complements -* and 

* and the complex directional complements L -*1 L*, r -*/r *, §J-*/@J*, 31-*1 

31*, :ill:-*/:ill:*, tf:l-*/tf:l*, and jff*. We outlined the grammatical rules, gave 

structures demonstrating how to use each rule, and provided examples. 

My studies showed that the usage ofthe simple and complex directional complements 

depended entirely upon perspective. Without knowing who the speaker is and where he or she 

is located, deciphering either the simple or the complex forms of the directional complement is a 

nearly impossible task to accomplish. Once I realized this, my understanding of the subject 

improved dramatically. It is hoped that through reading this paper, other students will benefit 

from this analysis. However, this paper is meant only as a cursory examination of these 

complement structures. More research in this area is needed from the perspectives of non

native Chinese speaking students in order to gain a more thorough comprehension of the subject. 
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Appendix A 

Simple Directional Complements 

I Unless otherwise cited, all Chinese examples are my own. All translations are mine. 

Complement Pinyin How it's used I Meaning Examples 

* 1ai *: to come / to arrive ft:::f~!!@]~OO*o II I don't want to return to 
V+*: demonstrates that the action is completed in the America. 

1iB.¥U1iBEfJ)jJtDt%*o II He comes to his friend's 
house. 

I direction of I toward the speaker 
can be paired with any directional verb 

-----
__ : __ , I !~~-' @I. Ji. 111. ~ • *' · JE • ll!! • 'i. · ]'0 I ~1!!!!ll~jn71H 0 II Her mom is flying here. 

c - ---------------------r------- --- --.- .- .. ---- -- -- - ------------ - .. -

-2;: : qu -2;:: to go I ft1i'J:itt~!(~ -2;: U~ 0 II We should enter the 
i . V+-2;:: demonstrates that the action is completed not in the I classroom. (Jizhou 60) 

direction of I away from the speaker i ftlE~f~ r~-2;: 0 II It just so happens that I wan 
can be paired with any directional verb I to go downstairs. (Jizhou 60) 
~,r, @J,M, m,~,.,~,~,~, ~ 1 1iB @]%-2;: 7 0 II He returned home. (Jizhou 60) 

Complex Directional Complements 

Unless otherwise cited, all examples are my own. 
A lot of these verbs you will notice are able to be used with multiple complex complement combinations. 

I I 
Complement I Pinyin I How it's used I Meaning 

~ -2;: I shangqu I ~ -2;: : to go up 
V + ~ -2;: : demonstrates that the action is completed away 
from the speaker and in a location above where the action 
originated 
ti!/', ~, ~§, j!, ., 7f 

Examples 
------ -- - -------

1iBJD(~ -2;:-*~ 0 II He put a book there. 
~tB~§~~-2;: 0 II She ran upstairs. 
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I--~---- ---------- - ----------------

! Complex Directional Complements 
f------ ------------,------------ ----

i .t.* shanglai i .t.*: to come up 

~
I V+ .t.*: demonstrates that the action is completed near to 

1m:iE.t.* T - *iM~:tL II He sent up a bouquet of 
fresh flowers. (Jizhou 141) 

[----

the speaker and in a location above where the action 
originated 

fitJ1::.t.*8"J 0 II I walked up here. (Jizhou, 139) 

---------- -

"f "* xiaqu"f "* : to go down 1m7f"f"* Toll He drove down there. 
fitw ~1m~§"f~"* Toll I saw him run 
downstairs. (Jizhou 142) 

V+ "f"*: demonstrates that the action is completed away 
from the speaker and in a location beneath where the action 
originated 

"f * xialai"f *: to come down 1m~jE"f * Toll He dove down here. (Jizhou 

V+ "f *: demonstrates that the action is completed near to 138) 
the speaker and in a location that is located beneath where the 1mJA ~;fJL.t.~"f * T -1'-fi'i Toll He brought a 
action originated box down from the plane. (Jizhou 142) 
1J!J:" ~, Jf§, :iE, ~, 7f, 1Ji:, ~jE 

:itt"* --t---
jinqu I :itt"*: to go in fit1J!J:,:itt"*jj~*~ 0 II I placed that book inside. 

~yrpJ1:::itt~~"* Toll The teacher walked into 
the classroom. 

:itt * jinlai 

t±:l "* I chuqu 

t±:l * chulai 

V +:itt"* : demonstrates that the action is completed away 
from the speaker and inside a location 
~jE , J1:: , ~§ , 7f 

--------------l--I--- -~--- -- -------------

:itt* : to come in 
V +:itt*: demonstrates that the action is completed near to 
the speaker and inside a location 

t±:l "* : to go out 
V + t±:l "* : demonstrates that the action is completed away 
from the speaker and outside the original location 

t±:l *: to come out; to emerge 
V + t±:l *: demonstrates that the action is completed near to 
the speaker and outside the original location 
W:, 1H1, J1:: 

i 1mfi!3E:itt* Toll He dove down into here. 

1m~§t±:l"* Toll He ran outside. 
~M~m.t.~mt±:l"*T-1'-~ToHfu~u~ 
a box out of the plane. 

~fu1fJ-mlJ1::t±:l~~* Toll Together they came 
out of the classroom. 

i~. * t±:l * T ¥i ff? I I Has the dictionary been 
mailed here yet? (Jizhou, 142) 

-.---- ------ -------------~------ ---------------
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Complex Directional Complements 

huiqu i @I ~ : to go back; to return ilt~~.E! ~ @I * ~ 0 II I don't want to fly home. 
QJIV-ffliltlli?J? ilt@i~~@Ji9J~)L~? II Can you 
help me? Where should I return this? 

huilai 

guoqu 

V+@J~: used when there are two locations; demonstrates 
that when the speaker is in Location A, the action is 
completed away from Location A and ends in Location B 

@I *: to come back; to return ~* ~ ~ @I * 7 0 I I I bought this book. 
V+@J*: used when there are two locations; demonstrates 1mfAOO7r~ilt*@J*-1tf:*L~m 0 II From a 
that when the speaker is in Location B, the action is I foreign country he brought back a gift for me. 

I

- completed in Location B after the speaker has left Location A (Jizhou 139) 

~. W. ~ .•. *. I 
---- -------- -------- ---+i----~ 

tt~: to go over; to pass by i 1m1I'Jlttt*. ilt1I'Jlttt~o II They are walking 
v +u ~: demonstrates that the action is completed III a 
location away from the speaker that is reached after going 
over a bridge or passing by another location 

It. ~@. ••• *. 
I past us; we are walking past them. (Jizhou 138) 
, ilt:w .m~tl!J@'uffi:~ 1 0 II I saw her run over the 
bridge. (Jizhou 142) 

~~~~~~~~~~- --------1 - --------

,~-- -u* I guolai Trl*: to come over 1m1fJlttt*. ilt1fJjE:tt~o II They are walking 

I

I V+u*: demonstrates that the action is completed near to past us; we are walking past them. (Jizhou 138) 
the speaker after crossing a bridge or passing by another 1m*u* 1-1)j A?!j $it~ 0 II He sent a school 

____ + ______ I~o.ca!i_?n_____ __ ___ entrance applic~t~on. (J~zh~~J~ 1) _________ _ 

ft9* qilai ift9*: thebeginningorthecontinuingofanaction :w.m~Yi11lt**j~. :**t~Ml!t9*o IISeeing 
I V +!t9*: demonstrates that the action is continuing the teacher enter the classroom, everyone stands 
~. •• 1m. M up. (Jizhou 140) 

!l!M~~!t9* 1 0 II The butterfly flies. (Jizhou 
138) 



Appendix B: Example Translations with Pinyin 

All examples located below are property of the author. 

Simple Complement Example 

~~££MA, IM&~W, ~£~.tr*~a.~a 

.lTntian shi xzngqzliit., Wang Peng meiy6u J.g yUshi.iii!. tiing zai chuang shang shuiliinjiao. 

Today is Saturday and Wang Peng has no classes, so therefore he is being lazy and sleeping in. 

tt7~, 1m:W?J~~~j]!"I)j)j! J~trs~2f1J~*-7, 1fJ\~/FJE9*? 

Guo le!:11!l.. ta mama hiindao, "Wang Peng! Xianzai yljlng jiudiiinban Ie, nI Mi bit. qlchuang? 

Soon, his mother shouts, "Wang Peng! It s already 9:30; you still haven ~ woken up? 

Kuai xial6u fai chz ziio@n!" 

Hurry downstairs and eat brealifast!" 
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Wang Peng gunong zhe shuo: "Zhzdaole! W6 miishang lai!" YUshi ta chuiin hiio yifu, z6u xial6u qit.. 

Wang Peng mutters, "I know! I'm coming!" Then he gets up, gets dressed, and walks downstairs. 

Example: V + ~)fv ~ ~ and V + ~ :)/v~ ~ 

IM~~~~a~:W?J:W?JS~~~m4~Y~~a 

Wang Peng z6u dao 16uxia. Ta mama yijzng gei ta zhUnbei hiiole ziiofon. 

Wang Peng walks downstairs. His mother has already prepared brealifast. 

":W?J ~~ , £ ¥E8 ~ ~O .s:zJ1< n~~ ? i3:;ft~ * X);: 8'.J ~ iN 7 a " 
"Mama, shz y6utiGo he doujiang a? ZM shi w6 zui xlhuan de ziiofon Ie. " 

"Mom, is that fried dough and soy milk? This is my favourite brealifast. " 

";ft~o j]!! ~ ~£ 1fJ\ 8'.J 1: B n~~ ! 1: B t1Ut-! " ~fu :fflH-E! Y - r:klB 8'.J) L -=f , 

"W6 zhldao! .lTntian shi nide shengri a! Shengri kooile!" Ta yongbao Ie yfxia la de erzi, 

"I know! Today is your birthday! Happy birthday!" She hugs her son, 

"1fJ\;W! ~~~* 7 -~Vh~m(l), ~1fJ\8'.J 0 " 

"Ni kant Niiinai jilai Ie yzkuiin youxijl, gei nide. " 

"Look! Your grandma sent a videogame to you. " 

"~~f Y! "IM~i![, "£~~~J?~+.=:! ;ftMLsti5i}f;ft 

"Taihiiole!" Wang Peng hiinzhe, "Shi Zui ZhongHuan Xiiing Shisan! W6 pengyou gaosu w6 



"Fantastic!" Wang Peng shouts, "Its Final Fantasy 13! My friend told me 

53:£-~J\~Fm-~fJj[;I¥JWf~tJl! mm~~%~Omn~~? " 
zheshi yfkuan jeichilng haowan de y6uxijl! Nainai zenme hui zhfdao a? " 

this is an extraordinarily fun game to play! How did Grandma know?" 

'~~~~~m$~~~n~~~ww~, ~M~a~~~ 

"Ni chf wan zaojQn hou yfnggai gei ta da ge dicmhua xiexie ta, danshi xianzai qing xian fang 

"After you finish your brealifast you should give her a call to thank her, but first please put 

rtJ~~Wf~tJlo " 
xia nage y6uxiji. " 

the game upstairs. " 

"Zuihiio chf de zaojQn jiashang chaoji haowan de yauxijl!" Ta bianshuo bian btl y6uxijf fang 

"My favourite brealifast plus a fantastically fun video game!" he said as he put the game 

J:~,*(2)o p!,{m XJ@r*(3)~~±tP;t~"53:M!\t:i:f$I¥J1:. BY! " 

shanglau quo Ranhou you pao xialai gaoxing di shuo "Zhe shi wo zui bGngde shengri Ie!" 

upstairs. Then he ran back downstairs and said happily, "This is my most wonderful 

birthday!" 

Example: V+ §]*/§]'* 

Wang Peng chf wan zaojQn, gei ta nainai dage dianhua: "Nainai, ninhao!" 

Wang Pengfinished eating his breakfast and gave his grandma a phone call: "Grandma, 

hello!" 

"1~M-~f'J\~! 1:. B .~*! " 
"Nmao guai siinzi! Shengri kuale!" 

"Hello my clever grandson! Happy birthday!" 

"i~HMmm! 1~I¥J*Ui!J~Fm-M-, !\t:%f~M-Jj[;*ft Y! 1~~~~om!\t 

"Xiexie Nainai! Ninde liwujeichilng hao, wo juede haowanjile! Nin zenme zhfdao wo 

"Thank you Grandma! Your gift is fantastic; I think it s extremely fun to play! How did you 

know I 

xmuan nakuan yauxifi? " 

liked that game? " 
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1»J1»J~~iJ?:"ftt/f1§-iJFffJ\, ~f~W! 4-~~ffJ\E81=. E3 0 

Nainai xiaozheshuo: "W6 bu gaosu ni, shi mimi! Jintian shi nf de shengri. 

His grandmother laughed and said, "] can 1 tell you, it S my secret! Today is your birthday. 

Nf zhunbei gan shenme?" 

What do you plan to do?" 

"ftt4-~?~¥uftt~)j1lt* ~:£j[; FF13,6PJ~~~1f~1mE8*o 

"W6 jfntian xiang dao w6 pengyoujia qu wan FF13, keneng hciiy6u qi ta de shi. 

"Today] want to go to my friend s house to play FF 13, maybe also do other things. 

1~1t1,. at1~~ @J* 7? " 

Nfn shenme shihou flihuilai Ie? " 

When are you flying back?" 

"Xiage xfngqfsan huo xfngqfsi. W 6 hcii meiy6u mai flijfpiao. " 

"Next Wednesday or Thursday. ] haven 1 bought the plane tickets yet. " 

"~, ~m7!1»J1»J, ~E8~~~ftt •• ~E8, WW!" 
Hi zhfdaole! Nainai, ninde lfwit shz w6 zuz xfhuan de, xiexie!" 

"Oh, okay! Grandma, your gift is my favourite, thank you!" 

"Bitkeqi, sunzi! Hao Ie, zMge dianhua taichcing Ie, taifoi qian Ie! 

"You're welcome, grandson! Okay, this phone call is getting too long and expensive! 

Dai w6 xiang nf mama wenhiio!" 

Please tell your mother I said hello!" 

"Hao de. Xiaxfngqfjian!" 

"Okay. See you next week!" 

"-!'I} JJi!.! " 

"Zaiiian!" 

"Goodbye!" 

6 FFl3 is the abbreviation of the game mentioned earlier. Its English name is Final Fantasy l3. 
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